
PS&J Meeting June 2, 2019 (Sixth Month, Second Day, 2019)


Convened by April Megginson (with the help of Mary Pelham White, Whit Peace)


Attendees—Faye Bailey, Mark Conelly, Elizabeth Waitekus, Whit Peace, Lewis White, Mary Pelham White, 
Nancy Craft, April Megginson, Nancy Delle Femine, Debbie Reilly 


Mary Pelham played from Plainsong by Paulette Meier 13. Our Life is Love Isaac Pennington 1667

Words were handed out printed by Mary Pelham and we sat and listened then moved into—

Silence 


Announcements of upcoming events—


Mon, June 3	 	 TITA making food- MP explanation & training as well will be provided

Wed, June 5	 	 Movie “The River and the Wall” with Tom Bertrand possibly as a speaker (April)

June 17-19	 	 Moral Action Congress for PPC in DC (April)

July 10-14	 	 NC Yearly Meeting in Wilmington (April)

July 25-28	 	 Western Yearly Meeting in Indiana w/ Tom Bertrand as a speaker (MP)

June 17	 	 “Free Trip to Egypt” film (Whit)

June 11	 	 Primary elections (MP) 1st time in 25 years where Dems could take house in Senate

	 	 	 in VA. Check for district. 

	 	 	 Mark-met Cheryl Turpin on hands across the sand 


additional events not on agenda—


June 20 	 	 HRCAN meeting

June 3	 	 Sea level rise meeting Kellam 

June 5	 	 Sea level rise meeting PA

June 6	 	 Sea level Creeds elementary 


Discussion items—


Virginia Beach shooting killing 12 people on May 31, 2019

       moment of silence honoring victims and families 

	 We took a moment of silence for the situation and to honor the victims

	 April talked about Lisa Kennedy’s mention of medical professionals passing their own gun control 

	 laws within the Virginia Med Association. She (Lisa-earlier) mentioned that what is more powerful

	 than money or power to create change is personal experience brought to the legislature. 

	 Nancy Craft talked about medical professionals against gun violence & how they have had gun 

	 control laws for years to protect against violent crime in hospitals, etc. 

	 MP suggested looking at AFSC’s Mission, Vision and Values as an example of this 

	 April talked about city of VB and how gracefully handled 

	 MP talked about Cerveras as head of police and she said he is a very good man

	 MP handed out a beautiful editorial by Rev. Dr. Marguerite Alley


 Mary Pelham White PS&J FB pg she is working on having a closed page in order to keep our PS&J comm 
apprised of upcoming date/action items 




TITA update

	 Faye and Mark continue to be on call and are grateful to be able to help the asylum seekers

	 even in the middle of the night!!

	 MP-speculating on future of TITA & how it moves into helping with reaching court dates, etc

	 Faye got to talk to a group called CARE while it was raining during Clean the Bay Day (June 1) and 	   
	 will be in touch with the lady to see what collaboration might take place

	 MP speculates on mentioning to groups as part of college project (MP-you can elaborate here)


Need for AFSC and Steady Footsteps updaters

      Whit will take Steady Footsteps  

      AFSC review of mission, vision and values

      AFSC April will take point on this-any suggestions? 

      Nancy mentioned AFSC helped rebuild Europe after WW2

      MP-Tom B’s. interest in building bridges in different Meetings taking a different tact and relaying 	 	          

	 personal experience


Whit Peace reporting on nuclear weapons bans progress

	 Whit-there is so much going on with this issue simultaneously that it is a lot to explain it all and felt 

	 it would take away from the meeting to go into too much detail

	 2 minutes to midnight meeting June 20	 

	 Nancy-NJ has passed a resolution for the entire state to ban 

	 April-city of Paris has banned 

	 Whit -Raytheon- Steve’s booklet was presented to them as a challenged 

	 Faye put an extra booklet of Steve’s on the bookshelf in the library


FCNL action alerts and petitioning on FCNL page 

	 Nancy-FCNL and AFSC very similar and often collaborate on projects/issues


Sea level rise meeting attended by Lewis White 

	 Lewis mentioned that those running the sea were people from Building 2 where the shooting was	 	
	   possible cancellations due to this 

	   June 3 Kellam high school

	   June 5 PA high school

	   June 6 Creeds Elem school

	   3 alerts Lewis mentioned that the city of VB is trying to educate on (if you would like to 

	   explain the 3 here please help) 


Nancy-VICPP gave an award to Lionel Spruill to help pass law in minimum wage for everybody

A collaborative talble on june 20 (?) about issues on the table 

Redistricting is a major concern 

MP talked to Cheryl Turpin and she said 9 member panel to redraw must have diversity 


Nancy- June 11 check your local precinct for voting appropriately 




April 

	 Highly encouraged everyone to visit Richmond VMFA Awaken: A Tibetan Buddhist Journey towards 	 
Enlightenment until Aug 18 

	 

Something in the Water-such an incredible event and communities coming together etc. 


Faye  Clean the Bay Day spent day with delegate (name??) They talked about many issues but specifically 
she thought that bottled water could be replaced by boxed water


Silence


Nancy C gave me further info through email about the issue consensus meeting Thursday, June 13 from 
7pm-8:30pm at Church of the Sacred Heart, 520 Graydon Avenue, Norfolk 


“Legislative Collaborative Table General Assembly Issue Consensus Meeting. Collectively, we have a powerful voice in this 
region.Think about the social justice cause(s) you or your organization(s) pursue.  We will come to 
consensus on no more than six issues  by September. Can you commit your energy and your 
cause’s community to advocate for the issues the Table prioritizes in June?   By collaborating 
together we can bring grassroots power to meetings with state legislators after the Nov. 
5thelection. Let’s work together to achieve social justice in Hampton Roads and Virginia.”


